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Blood Donor Drive In Full
Swing, Union Signs Sludents

Early this week the Union launched a concerted drive to enroll
every. Can·oll student in the American Red Cross blood donor service. In the near future a. mobile unit from the Cleveland chapter
of the Red Cross, staffed by skilled doctors and nurses, will·visit
Carroll to receive donations.

Orators Treat
Modern Subj~cts
Who ran against Abraham Lincoln
in the election of 1864 ? Who is the
national head of the W. A. A. C.?
What islands were recently raided by
the Japs in the Aleutian chain? With
these questions, and others like them,
Ted Saker got the Speech Club program off to a fast start last Tuesday
noon, when he presented his version
of the radio program, "Take It Or
Leave It." The club members were
lined up in typical quiz show style, and
everyone got a chance to try answering one of the questions.
Following Saker, Joe Sanson spoke
on, ''What ls Meant By A Second
Front," and clearly stressed the importance of the problems which will
face the allies when they open up the
much talked of second front.
Jack Corrigan concluded the program, speaking on "Educating For
Democracy". In hls typically fine style,
Corrigan showed the changes which
have been brought about in our educational system since the start of the
present war.
Father Arthur Linz, S. J., faculty
moderator of the club, has instituted
a new system of speech criticism. Be( Continued on page six)

The drive has met with such enthusiastic support from the students
that it was necessary to send to the
Red Cross for an additional supply of
enrolling blanks. These blanks may be
obtained from committeemen, Bernie
Brysh, Bob Cleary, Ray Hodous, Jack
McFadden, Neal Carroll, Al Francesconi, Ed McCormack, Owen Kelly, Joe
Kolp, Jim Mayer, Vic Walsh, Dick Gilbride, Frank McGee, and Bill Jenks. In
addition, the newly elected officers of
the freshman class have been supplied
with blanks so that all the freshmen
may have the opportunity to enroll.
Need Is Inunediate
The need for blood is immediate and
urgent. The army and navy have called
for more than one million donations.
The blood is supplied to Army units,
~hips of the fleet, and civilian casualty
centers. It is prepared under a new
process which has already proved its
worth by saving hundreds of lives in
our war with Japan.
Process Is Pamless
Giving is easy, safe, and painless. The
amount taken at one time, one pint,
constitutes less than one tenth of the
normal supply, and does not prevent
the donor from going about his business immediately after the donation,
Every Carroll man should give thought
to the Red Cross slogan, "Your blood
Will Save a Life", it may be your own.

YOUR PURSE
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Vance Appoints O'Connor,
Cunneen To Key Positions
Filling the positions vacated by Dan Vance and Dick Golrick
on the Canol! News staff, Edward J. O'Connor and Edward T.
Cunneen have assumed the offices of feature editor and news
editor respectively. Beginning with this issue these two men will
take over the duties assigned to them by Vance, the present
editor of the News.
NOTICE
SENIOR PICTURES will he tak-

en on Tuesday, October 20, from
11:80 A. M. until 2 P. M.-()n
Wednesday, October ~1, from 12
Noon until S P. M.
Make appointments through
Mitch Shaker befOl'e that time.
There will be no charge to
Seniors, but they must appear
during the scheduled ti.rJ?e. Se~
iors not appearing for this picture will have to have their pictures taken at their own cost if
they wish to have it appear in
the special graduation edition ol
the Carroll News.
Seniors who had pictures taken
last year by Trout Ware Studio,
wiD DOt have their pictures taken
again W. year.

O'Connor, a junior, has been a member of the staff for the past two years
as a newS' reporter. He has held a variety of offices in the school and has
participated in many of the extra-curricular activities. Besides being sophomore class president and treasurer of
the Carroll Union last year, he has
served on the Prom committee, the
Fall Homecoming and the Freshman
Dance committee. O'Connor was chairman of the Sophomore dance and the
chairman of the Color committee. He
also engaged in the L. T. S., the Spanish Club and the Literary Society and
has been one of the hardest working
men of his class. As a result he has
more than a speaking acquaintance
with everyone in the school.
Cunneen, a sophomore, has been asso
ciated with the staff for one year and
has served as a news reporter during
(Continued on page three)
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Homecoming Committee Picks
Allerton, Pattie For Affair O ·ct. 24
yYhat promises to ~e most. co!orful and successful Alumni Homecoming Da.nce of the several preceeding Fall homecommgs, Will mvade the Hotel Allerton ballroom, October 24. Long considered a
"natural" date for a dance of this kind, Saturady, October 24, midway in the football season should
'
reward the hardworking committee with a great, enthusiastic crowd of revelers.

Homecoming Hostesses ...
··..

j
Mary Ann De Garmo

Marge Devney

Again this semester the book store will be an official issuing
agent for United States War Bonds and Stamps. Stamps and
Bonds of various denominations may be obtained from Miss Laurie or her assistants at any time. In addition, a booth across fr?m
the cafeteria will be open at least once a week. The young lad1es
·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the University Personnel have volunteered to aid Uncle Sam by handling sales.
Bonds and Stamps are sold by the
school in order that the students may
have an opportunity to take advantage
of this excellent and patriotic means
At the freshman elections held Wedof saving.
nesday, October 7, Jim Hogue, from
The sale of Bonds and Stamps was
Ignatius, was elected General. As was
the case of Jim Mayer last year, Hogue begun last semester under the direcis a local boy residing in the dorm, tion of Mr. John Seliskar, who is aand therefore has the drawing power gain in charge this semester. Last year
of both the day hop and Bernet Hall the sales indicated, that the students
welcomed the opportunity to purchase
votes.
samps.
An almost one hundred percent
Five captains were chosen and three
of these titles went io Ignatius boys increase in sales was experienced duralso, namely, Ray Traynor, Dan Sprin- ing each month that they were availgate and Bernard Hennessy. Bill Bru- able. A total of more than five hungerman, from Latin, and Joe Romano dred dollars worth was sold.

Hogue Elected
Frosh General

Co-chairmen Donald O'Shea and Bill
Kelly, have organized a redoubtable
group of Junior classmen into a determined committee. To further enhance the success of the dance, they
have contacted A. J. Buerens, president
of the Carroll Alumni Association, who,
in his capacity as honorary chairman,
will direct the Alumni's activities for
the dance.
Pattie To Play
The committee has selected Bob
Pattie and his Orchestra to provide the
music for the affair. Bob, brother o!
Vince, stepped into his brother's shoes
when Vince went to the Army. The
band boasts a Carroll man at the
drums. He is Ray Hodous, senior
science major, who has played with
many of the better outfits around
town. The band itself, though hit hard
and often by those induction papers,
has compiled quite a record of successful appearances in and about the city.
The doors of the Allerton ballroom,
which has been beautifully redecorated,
will be open to the dance from 9 till 1.
The hotel, centrally located, offers easy
access to the majority of students.
Tickets Now On, Sale
Bob Colopy, Owen Kelly, Jack Prochaska, Joe Kolp, Jim Tafelski, and
Dan Vance, with class officers, AJ
Francesconi, Ray Conroy, Jerry Higgins, and Bill Dwyer assisting, have
set the price at $2.20 for advance
sales. These men promise a novelty
program as souvenir and will assist
anyone with tickets to the affair. These
men promise a memorable time to
anyone who assists them in their endeavors for a successful homecoming,
and they are pushing the ticket sales
these next two weeks.
Chaperons for the dance will be, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Conley, and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Burke.
We are most fortunate to be able to
carry on a limited wartime social program here at Carroll, and this is the
most apt way to show our appreciation. Let's make this a real Homecoming week-end. Case-Carroll game Friday, October 23; and the annual Homecoming Dance, Saturday night, October 24.

hailing from Mansfield, are the remaining captains.
Fifteen lieutenants were also elected
by the frosh. They are: Sexton, Moran,
Connell, T. Gallagher, Koster, Baron,
Kmieclt, Coleman, Kilbane, Thompson,
P. McCafferty, Scorziell, Tolle, Beda,
and Manly.
~e. cheer our ballplayers while they fight for victory and recThe credit for conducting the elecogmtwn as a potent unit. We revere the hero who gave his blood
tions in an orderly manner goes to the
for. th~ sake of justice. Today throughout the land every organicommittee appointed by the Carroll
zatw~ Is honoring its former members who a,re now defending the
Union. Supervising the elections and
A~ner1ca.n way of living. In like manner John Carroll University
totaling the ballots were these comWill dedicate a plaque of honor to former students now in the ernmitteemen; Ray Hodous, Mitch Shaker,
ploy ?f Uncle Sam. The plaque will be four by six feet and will
Tom Burlage, Bill Fayen, and Ed Cuncontam
the names of five hundred men in service or killed in acneen.

Service Plaque Planned
For Administration Lobby

tion, and will be hung in the Administration building lobby.

CALENDAR
Oct. 16-Toledo at Shaw Stadiwn
Oct. 20, 21-Senior Pictures
Oct. 22-Rally for Case Game
Oct. 23--Ciass Pictures
Oct. 28-Case at Shaw
Oct. 24-Homecoming Dance
Oct. 27-Reserve Rally
Oct. 29-Reserve at Shaw

A black felt background surmounted
by an eagle with spread wings and latest mailing address. From issue to
framed in mahogany, will be the altar issue, the Carroll News will print the
on which the names in half inch let- names of the 350 men known to be
ters will be honored. A mark after the I serving Uncle Sam.
name will indicate those who have been
If anyone should notice an omission,
sacrificed on the battlefield.
he may report the same to the PubLetters are being sent to the fami- licity Office or to the President's secrelies of those known to be in uniform tary. In this manner we may obtain a
in an endeavor to get a complete list, complete list. Should more than 500
and to obtain the rank, service, and
(Continued on page six)
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CARROLL

s GOSSIP-INK

Carrollites in the armed forces have
been visiting the 'ole alma mater in
rather large number recently. Included
in this group arc Gus Sackexson, who
is an M. P. in Brooklyn, N. Y.; Jim O'Donnell, who was chewing the rag with
some of the fellows in the Rainbow
EDITORIAL STAFF
Grill ( Soda fountain to you), and ConEDITOR-IN-CHIEF .................................................................... DAN H. VANCE, ,44 nie Daiber who is home on furlough
PUBLISHED bi-weekly from October 1 to June 1, except during Christmas
and EB.IIter vacations, by the students of John Carroll University from
their editorial and business offices at University Heights, Ohio; telephone:
YEllowstone 3800. Subscription rates $1 per year. Represented for national
advert~ing by National Advertising Service, Inc., college publishers representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York City.

17011 Hillsboro Rd.
IVanhoe 1569
Sports Editor .................................................... .. ·· ........................Joseph P . Tulley, ' 44
News Editor ............................................................................. Edward Cunneen, ' 45
Feature Editor ............ .................................................... ... Edward O'Connor, '44;
Feature Writers ................................................................. Richard J . Huelsman, ' 43 •
Donald Billings, '44; John Elliott, '44.
News Reporters .............................................................................. George Elliott, ' 45 ;
Tom Mazanec,'43; Albert Vanderbosch, '45; Norman Fuerst,
'46; Charles Miller, '45.
Sports Reporters ................................................ James Mayer, ' 45 ; Neil Egan, ' 45 ;
Pete Joyce, '45; Sam Gagliardo, '46; Charles Mayer, '46.

from Denver, Colo .... Conrad plans on
ripping down to Ohio Wesleyan this
week-end to visit his honey, Joe Ann
Royon. Among those who are leaving
us to don nice, new brown suits are
Ed King, Jack Evans, Ed Hurley, (not
the red-headed Ed and Andy Kertis.
We'll be seeing you soon boys.
FLASH! Mary Lou Ierg, Noreene and
Reggie Hurley went to the Ohio State

Southern Cal. game and met some Marines and 0. S. U. frat lads. Now, gals,
Pat Columbro, '43 will you please stop drooling about this
Business Manager
1871 East 121st Street, CEdar 5291
everytime we enter the Ce-Fair....The
Circulation Manager ......................................................................... James Tolle, '46 l!ost time we visited this hang-out it
was rumored that Shamus Kilbane was
endeavoring to start the old fire with
Loretta Arth.
The senior members of the Commerce Club had a rare time on their
'fhere are several ways of saying: "I am not an American." A hayride last Friday eve. Coupled at
war worker who refuses to do his job is un-American. A house- this event were Tom Mazanec-Helen
wife who hoards sugar is un-American.A student who refuses to Rambousek, Bob Gorman-Marty Dempdonate a pint of blood to the Red Cross Bank is un-American. And sey, Arnold Schmidt-Rita Stepanik,
they're all traitors. The1·e is no doubt about that.
Ham McFadden-Kay Foley, and Bruce
It seems we have some of those traitors at Carroll. You know, Thompson with Mary Ruth Miller. All
cheap guys who can't be bothered. Who won't be bothered. Trai- these dates are from Notre Dame and
tor , everyone. We realize, of course, that due to physical handi- Ursuline.... Who said Carroll men don't
caps some students 'Wlll be unable to donate. 'l'hese are not in- date girls from our neighboring colcluded in this "traitor" group.
leges? Bob Wilson and Rosemary Srrutb
No one is asked to give all of his blood to the Red Cross. Merely from hometown Painesville, Dick Weisa pint. And if it's too annoying to any one to donate a pint of barth and petite Ellen Petit, and Pete
blood to save the life of some member of the armed forces--maybe Diemer and Mary Thoma made up the
a brother or friend? Maybe the donor, aybe even himself?-that rest of the hayride group. On the ride
man need have no doubt about his status. He can be assured that itself the group divided into two seche is a cheap traitor.
tions ....The front for singers and the
We don't want any traitors at Carroll, but no one will be forced rear for pitchers.... and it wasn't hay
to be whole heartedly Ame1·ican. It's up to each man who has brother!
Our Puerto Rican freshman, Rafael
honor and patriotism, to freely donate a pint of blood.
So Carroll men let's be 100 ~ American. Don't anyone say: "I Lugo has something to learn on returndon't want to be an American. I don't want to donate a pint of ing a young lady to her home after
blood."
stepping out for the evening. He spent
the week-end in Toledo with Dick
Schoen and after dates he thought il
correct to let the girl walk to her door
unescorted. Where he comes from th13
• • •
girl's mother is chaperone for her
It's just a small matter - a little adjustment here and there paughter on all engagements and her
will do the trick, but it will do away with a lot of unnecessary in- duties include taking her daughter
convenience for everyone in the halls at Carroll.
from the car to the house.
It's the matter of the tricky water fountains. At a few of the
John Whelan, Joe Woli£, Dick Huels·
fountains when you bend down to quench your thirst the water man, well known Carroll men, and
just barely treckles out of the faucet. But there's one fountain on alumnus Don Coburn, home from St.
the first floor that gives you a "facial" of water when you want
Louis U., escorted Joan Timmons, Eu·
a drink.
nice Gardner, Jean Britton, Jane Hones
'l'he repairing of these faulty fountains would be appreciated by and
B-W's own Bea Gifford on a hike
all - because all of us become thirsty at some time or another. recently .... But they were issued a
ticket for parking. What kind of a hike
is that?

BUSINESS STAFF

Are You A Traitor? ...

We Want Equal Pressure

Let's Set a Record ...

No doubt you have noticed at the first three student Masses the
apparent drop in the number of those receiving the Blessed Sacrament. It is true that at the Mass itself the number of recipients has dropped. The dorm students have breakfast before Mass
and they receive Communion prior to the Mass. Add that number
to the total partakers at the :Mass, and it will be equal to our fine
record in previous years.
But in these times when the world is in such a turmoil we should
endeovor to. receive God's graces through the Sacrements as often
as. p~ssible. We should fortify and strenghten ourselves with sancbfymg grace now and continue to do so when we ,are serving our
c-ountry in the .armed forces.
So lets alJ make an effort to partake of the Sacraments more
frequently and ask God to look after our fighting forces in which·
most of us will be soon.
'

Bernet Hall Scrappers • • •
'rhe boys of Bernet Hall under the leadership of Mitch Shaker
and Jack McFadden have put their shoulders to the wheels of our
scrap drive. Wben homes in University Heights need more muscle
to get out their w.aste metal they get in touch with Fairmont 9771
andt Uncle Sam's nephews pitch in.
Within the past few days four homes have been visited and
Cleveland's contribution jumps up by the hundred pounds and
more, p_erhaps even by tons. Let's follow their example! Let's
all get m the SCRAP!

Friday, October 16, 1942

NEWS

SCENE AROUND .. .. Ted Virag, of
bowling fame, sporting 21 pictures oJ
his one and only Yolanda Haydu, from
California .... His nomination for Prom
Queen. N. D. C. freshman, Mary Pearl
O'Donnell saying she refused to tolerate the old, "Well, we're our of gas"
line.... Yet she was refueling ·a familiar
Carroll auto after walking three miles
with a quart of petrol .... Jim McGorry
really wanted company from his jaunt
home from Standard Drug. He asked
no less than five girls to walk home
with him .... Oh, by the way, he wenl
home by himself. And Bill Koster,
promising frosh, traveling down to Higbee's every day to gaze upon a certain
salesgirl.
,
Some fair female asked this corres:
pondent recently for Paul Chisholm's
whereabouts since he left Carroll for
the army. The address has been secured but, alas, the name of this ferminine fan has slipped my mind. So,
my friend, I hope you see this issue.
flere it is:
Private Paul Chisholm
370 Technical School Spuad.
Barracks 121
Scott Field, Ill.

SYNT~ETIC

RUBBER

by Richard J. Huelsman
As the final article in this series on bloc. The situation is not definitely
the synthetic rubber situation let us settled and therefore we can offer no
consider a few of the economic and conclusions, merely the arguments with
political factors influencing its trend which each side supports its claims
of development.
The whole issue revolves about the best
First a few facts: Previous to Pearl method of making butadiene, the main
·
Harbor ' our natural rubber 1mports
const't
J u ent of Buna-S • which is expectfrom the South Pacific averaged up· ed to produce about 85 '' . of all ?ur
wards of 800,000 long tons (2240 lbs. ) synthetic rubber, the remamder bemg
per year. At present the best we can split up between neoprene and the new
hope for in the way of natural rubber butyl rubber.
imports from all sources is 150,000 tons
The farm bloc states that butadiene
per year. Synthetic production at pres- from alcohol plants will cost but 1-6
ent (all types is furnishing a mere as much. as butadiene from petroleum
30,000 tons per year and the best that reclaimers, and would be a splendid
can be hoped for by the end of 1942 method of consuming surplus grains.
is 70,000 tons per yep.r.
They also claim that the petroleum industry's attempts to make large
So much for the present supply·, now
1 ·
amounts of butadiene will resu t m a
for the future. Rubber is essential to
flood of ordinary or mediocre quality
winning a war. Did you know that on
gasoline which refineries may have to
the average there is a ton of rubber in
run back into the ground because of
every new tank rolling off the assembly
cu rtailed auto usage and lack of stor·
lines and half a ton of rubber in every
age space and transportation.
plane leaving terra firma for the first
The oil industry counters with the
time?
fact that it has already ironed out the
Therefore to make up for Pacific bugs in producing butadiene from
losses the capacity at which our syn- petroleum and is equipped with techthetic plants will aim is an 800,000 ton nically trained men to move into mass
pe r year capacity, against our present production ( not so in the case of the
output of 30,000 tons. This almost fan- alcohol industry) . They further indicate
tastic government-financed miracle is that a switch to the alcohol plan would
expected to be completed by the end mean a tremendous transportation
of 1943! According to Jesse Jones the problem in tank-car movement of buta·
plant costs will run about $1,000,000 diene to the rubber plants.
per thousand tons plant capacity, - in
This completes our brief and comcase you were wondering about where prehensive survey of the "rubber situayour tax and bond money will be need- tion." The editor acknowledges as
ed.
sources: Fortune, June '42; The BritanFinally, let us touch briefly on the nica Book of the Year for 1941; Popcontroversy raging in and out of Wash· ular Science Monthly, Aug. 1942; and
ington between the representatives ol Outline of Organic Chemistry by Lowy
the petroleum industry and the farm and Harrow.
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FILLINGS By
BILLINGS
What with everybody suggesting war
time measures, rules and regulations,
I have decided to aid Mrs. Post with a
few simple war time n1les for enter·
taining the weekend guest. This has
always been
problem. But it is especially acute today with almost every
spare bed a contribution to the scrap
pile, with butter sky high, with meat
scarce, and with milk the only untaxed
beverage. So here are a few ru!es.
1.-The guest arrives. There is nothing you can do about that.
2. -He removes his coat, etc. You
talk a bit, he complains about being
dry, suggest a glass of water.

a

3.-Supper is served. You notice
there is only one steak on the platter.
Begin a conversation on his favorite
hobby. While he is absorbed in the tale
politely b1·ush the steak on the floor.
Naturally he won't wish to eat it in
that condition. So serve potato chips
and save the steak for tomorrow
night's super.
4.-After dinner the coffee will be
served. Have it brought to a slow boil
before served. Then while you are waiting for it to cool bring out your stamp
collection. Interest him in that. And
while his attention is divided have tho
coffee cleared away.
5.-Bedtime. The museum piece in
' he spare bedroom has been donated
to the scrap drive. But you do not wish
to sleep on the floor. Begin a conversation considering the awful way you toss
in your sleep, also the way you snore.
If the guest doesn't look discouraged.
politely explain that your bed isn't big
enough for two. If he ·merely looks
bored you've lost and will probably
have to sleep on the floor.
G.-Preparation for bed . Unless your
,.uest is a moron he'll probably want
to wash before retiring. There is also
a soap shortage. You'll have to use
your own ingenuity to solve this one.
7.-Retiring. You retire to the bed(Continued on page 6 )

ON DRAFT BOARDS
By John Elliott
War, as Sherman said, aint no picnic but I've been wondering ii draft
bo~rds can be all the nasty things that
some people say about them. I didn't
think so, and to prove my point, 1
started my own impartial investigation
on the subject. It wasn't long before
the facts came rolling in. Why just the
other day I heard of a case down in
Georgia in which a fellow got deferred
so that he could finish his college education. The board sent hjm a very nice
letter too. It began. In view of the
fact that you arc going to college, a
married man with ten children, a member of the Jehovah's Witnesses, work·
ing in a munitions factory, and have
only one leg; we have decided to grant
your request for a six months deferment. Of course, I'll admit that this
is an isolated case. but I've heard a
rumor that a fellow up in Wisconsin
got a deferment too.
To further prove my point that draft
boards are human, I sent my brother
down to interview the members of
board 42. He wrote me from Camp
Perry saying he thinks that army life
is the best training in the world for
a fellow.
While we'1·e on the subject, I am reminded of another rumor I heard. II
seems that the Professors at John Carroll have discontinued taking the roll
in class. N0\'11', all they do is read the
Today's Inductees Column in the Cleveland Press: Of course, there's not a
word of truth in this.
Some people have an exagerated
idea of how fast the draft works. Why
just yesterday, I had an awful tima
convincing someone that Tom Conley
had other reasons for making all those
substitutions in the Xavier game.
Come to think of it though, there is
one thing that strikes me as funny.
(Continued on page 6)
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Super Pictorial Issues
Of ''Carroll News'' To
.R eplace Carillon
It was officially announced by the publicity office that the re
would be no Carrillon for 1943. Due to priorities the staff has
decided that it would be advisable to cancel the p ublication for the
duration. Reports f1·om other institutions correspond with that
action taken by Carroll. Many high schools and colleges have cut
out their year books and other student publications.
There will be, however, an elaborate issue of the Carroll News printed
in pictorial form which will contain
class pictures and other scenes of the
Due to a well-filled schedule of pubru.niversity life. It is doubtful as to
whether there will be a special prom lie appearances, necessitating an injssue trus year as the prom issue will crease in its members, the John Carroll
conflict with the pictorial which wih Glee Club carried on a membership
come out ofter the prom, that is if the drive during t he past week. Trus drive
1Jrom is held at the regular time. Neg- was held at this time in order to halt
otiations for a special Christmas issue any inconvenience created by late-ene.re being made which will include a re- tering prospective members.
A broadcast during the week of the
view of the football season and other
events which have taken place in the Reserve Game, an appearance in the
Fiesta Room of the Carter Hotel and
rirst semester.
The schedule for the class pictures the opening of the Stage Door Canteen
to be taken for the special pictorial are the curren t appearances scheduled
has been completed and will be as by the Glee Club.
"From the quality and quantity of
follows:
Friday, Oct. 23-Class pictures (Fresh- members received during the past week
man, Sophomores, and Juniors ) it appears that the Glee Club is in for
Freshmen and Sophomores' pic- a highly successful season," stated Dr.
tures will be taken during English Louis L. Balogh, director of the Club.
Fr. Linz, moderator of the group
class periods. Juniors will be taken
a lso commented favorably on the inin groups between 10-2.
Tuesday, Oct. 20-Senior portraits- terest shown by the students, and he
expressed his thanks to all who showed
11-2 in parlor.
interest.
Wednesday, Oct. 21-Seniors 12-3 Bruce Thompson, President, Dick Morin parlor.
Trus year M,jtchell Shaker will make iarity, Business Manager, or Joe Olexo,
out the schedule for the Seniors and Publicity Manager are available to any
Trout-Ware will take them. There will Carroll student on any information
be no charge for t he pictures a s the which will open their way to entry in
Carroll News will handle the financial t he club, through the means of an info
desk in front of the cafeteria during
end of the pictures.
the noon hour toda .
All class pictures will be tak n
the main entrance if weather permits.
All must be on time for the pictures
or their picture will not be used in
the paper.
X
From first r eports the pictorial will
be a fitt ing remembrance of college
life at John Carroll during the present
school year. The staff will endeavor to
make it a worth while project and no
amount of time will be wasted in preparing the copy for it.

Glee Club Membership
Drive a Success

SHAVE.
J.IITLER
SAVe
AMERICA

CARROLL
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NOTICE
CLASS PICTURES
Sophomore and Freshman class
pictures will be taken on Friday,
October 2Srd, during the English
class period. Students will be
called !rom their classroom in
time for their pictures.
Junior pictures will be taken
in groups of four or five during
the noon period of 12 to 1 P. M.
Juniors not able to come at that
time may have their pictures
taken at the photographer's convenience from 10:30 A. M. until
2:30P.M.
Any Junior, Sophomore, or
Freshman not apperu·ing at this
time will NOT have his picture
taken this year.
Place: U the weather is pleasant, on the steps leading to the
main entrance in the tower.
If the weather is unpleasant,
on the steps within the lobby,
near the information desk.

Win "Carroll News" Promotions

Edward Cunneen

Vance Appoints

Initial ICC Meeting
Highly Successful
More than 100 students from Notre
Dame, Ursuline and Canoll attended
the initial meeting of the Inter-Collegiate Club at Carroll last Sunday.
Thomas Mazanec, president of the
club, along with his committee was
deeply satisfied. Mazanec announced
plans for the future quring the course
of a short business meeting.
The "get-tQgether" was highly successful. New friends were quickly made
whlch was the purpose of the "GetTogether."
This Sunday, at the second meeting,
there will again be dancing b fore and
after the usual meeting. All new members will be free to express any opinions or ideas pertaining to the advancement of the club. In the near
future elections will be h eld so that
new officers will be able to take over
their duties before the end of t he present semester.
Don't forget.
October 18.

Edward O'Connor

.

. Dean.Speaks at Convo

( Continued from page 1 )
that time. He served as a spurts writer
on the Can·illon staff, was a member
of the freshman dance committee and
chairman of the freshman Stunt Nighi
committee which won the trophy last
year, also participated in intra-mural
ath letics and was a member of th~
freshman basketball team. Cunneen
has always been a hard worker an d
has shown much of the true Carroll
spirit in all activities around t he
school.
Also appointed to the staff was James
Tolle, freshman, who will act in the
capacity of circulation manager. The
News is still looking for men to work
on the staff and the members of th9
freshman class are invited to join.

essrs.

.. .

"Stay in school and keep up your
studies," said Fr. E. C. McCue, S. J.,
at Convocation, October 6.
He pointed out that many students
have become discouraged because they
think that they will soon be called
into active service. Further h e stated
that many false rumors had been circulated, but up to that time he had no
official notice that the reserves w.:>uld
bo called.
Fr. McCue revealed that of all grad- r
uates of John Carroll now serving with )
the armed forces 90 I> were officers. A
record we certainly are proud of. He
urged that those who are not in the
r eserve corps and wished to enlist, ,
should see h im about joining.

•

e 1s ar,

oetze 1
Gavin Receive Promotions

At the faculty meeting held at 11 A. M., October 13, Rev. Thomas J. Donnely, S. J., President of J ohn Carroll University, announced the following promotions of Faculty Members.
Mr. John A. Seliskar, M. B. A., was
promoted to Associate Professor of
Business Administration, from his former position as Assistant Professor.
J. C. U. Room 111-3 P. M.
After receiving hls Master's Degree in
Business Administration from Harvard
The beep-beep, beep-beep-beeping
University in 1933, Mr. Seliskar has that has been heard at odd hours
With this issue THE CARROLL NEWS begins publishing a list of Carroll Men in Active Service
togethe'l:' with the branch of that service. T h is is to c h eck our list of service men so that an ac~ been on the faculty first as Instructor, lately around Bernet Hall has finally
cur~te hst can ?e placed on the HONOR ROLL which is to be erected within the near future in the then as Assistant Professor, until now, been traced to the quarters of the Na·
beginning his runth year on the faculty val Air Cadets where they are busy
Mam Lobby. Kmdly report any corrections, or addition s, to t h e publicity office.
he has been given the title of Asso- practicing their Morse Code.
*Guindon, E.
Army
Army
Faist, R. L.
Cavanaugh, J. M.
Maritime
ciate Professor.
The Audio-Oscillator set th ey a re
(Killed-Aug. '41)
Fanelly, F. L.
Army
Army Air
Mr. Arthur J. Noetzel, M. B. A., beCavanaugh, W . W.
using
was presented to the University
Fasciano, N. J .
Army
*Halloran, W. I.
Navy
comes Assistant Professor of Business
Army Air
Crusholm, P.
for this purpose by two well known
Fegen,
R.N.
Coast
Guard
( Killed Dec. 7, '41)
Administration. After graduating from
Navy
Clark, E. V.
Electrical Engineers of this city, the
Fiocco, A.
Coast Guard
John Carroll in 1938 with a Bachelor
Maritime
*Heater, S.
brothers: William L. and Frank J.
Army
Clark, J.
Flemming, 0 . R.
Army
of Science Degree, Mr. Noetzel contin(Killed-Jan. '42)
Kaehne.
Army Air
Clancy, J. T.
Flynn, G. T.
Army Med.
ued his studies at Northwestern UniArmy
Allwine, H . G.
The gift is appreciated by the UniArmy
Cooper, J . J.
Fogarty, R. J .
Navy
versity where h e received hls Master's
Andes, I. F.
Navy
versity
due to the difficulty experiencArmy
Conway, J. F.
Forman, J . S.
Coast Guard
Degree in Business Administration
Navy
Artzner, A. C.
Army
Fox, C. E.
Cullin, J . P.
Navy
in 1940. He was Instructor in Account- ed in trying to purchase such an item
Army
Fox, J . L.
Czyzak, S. J.
Navy Air
Navy Air
Aylward, E. J.
ing at the University of Detroit before on the open market.
Army
Franklin, R. J.
Dagg, W. E.
Army
Army
Bacon, J. L.
coming to John Carroll in 1941 with
Navy
Davis, E . E.
Freedman, J. R.
Navy
Navy
Balazs, W . E.
that title. He now takes up the title
Army Air
Deale, F. X.
Frey, W . T.
Army
Marines
Barilli, N. R.
of Assistant Professor in Accounting.
Army
Deckman, W . L.
Gatch, F. B.
Army
Army Air
Mr. Donald P . Gavin, A. M., was adBarry, J. J .
Army
DeFranco, C.
Gesing, B. J .
Army Air
Barth, W. M.
Army Med.
vanced from Instructor in History to
Army Air
DeHass, J.
Glover, A. J.
Navy
Bench, W. V.
Army
the position of Assistant Professor in
Pilot Cadet John 0. L. Turcotte ol
Arm y
DeJulius, V. A.
Golrick, R. T.
Beeching, B. J.
Coast Guard
that Department. Having received his
Coast Guard
Plattsburgh,
New York was recently
Army
Dempey, W .
Groman, T. J .
Bevvy, J.
Army
Canadian Air
Bachelor's degree in 1933 from John
commissioned
a Second Lieutenant in
Army
Air
Dennerle, L. J .
Beyer , J. J .
Gregor, J. P.
Carroll, he earned his Master's degree
Navy
?
Army
Delvin, F. J.
Guemelata, C. F.
Blaha, R. J.
Army
Army Air
in 1934 and h as cont inued his Grad- t he Army Air Forces at Turner Field,
Army
Dolezal, R. F.
Boggins, J . P., s. J .
Hainen, E.
uate studies at Western Reserve Uni- Albany, Georgia, by Colonel John B.
Army
Navy
?
Downey, W. A.
Borrello, A.
Hala, F. J.
versity while holding the position of InArmy Air
?
Patrick, Commanding Officer.
Army
Drain, J. M.
Bradley, J. H.
Marines
Hanau, G. J.
structor in History at John Carroll
Navy
Turner Field, and Advanced FlyP1g
Army
Duckworth, G. J.
His
new
title
is
that
of
Assistant
ProBreiner, R.
Army Air
Hanau, T.
Army Air
School, is one of a group of Air Bases,
?
Brennan, W .
Navy
Duckworth, W .
Hanley, J. J.
fessor in History.
Navy Air
Army Air
Brennan, C.
Duffin, N.
Navy
Hannan, J. E.
which composes the Southeast Army
Navy
Army Air
Army
Breslin, J. T.
Army
Duffin,
. T.
Hettler, G. W.
Harmacek, R. J.
Army Air
Air Forces Training Center. It is here
Navy
Byrne, R. A.
Marines
Durkin, T. J .
Navy
Higgins, W . A.
Hart, R. F.
?
that Aviation Cadets, both pilot and
Army Med.
Cachat, R. E.
Navy
Dwyer, M.A.
Army
Hitchko, M. J.
Hayek, c. V.
Army
navigation, are sent for their final
Army
Caine, F. J.
Army
Dydo, E. A.
Army
Hoctor, J.
Hearn, R. J.
Army
phase
of training which culminates in
Army
Callaghan, G. J .
Army Air
Eiben, A. J.
Navy Air
Hogan,
J.
J
.
Hebing, H. L.
Army
thei1· receiving their much coveted
Army
Hoover, F. L.
Cantillon, M. P.
Coast Guard
Emslie, W. F.
Navy
Heffernan, A. T.
Army
wings and commission as Second LieuNavy Air
Carey, J. A.
Army
English, J .
Hopkins, P. J.
NaVy
Hengesbach, R. W .
Marine
r phase of training which culminates in
Army
Army
Carey, J.P.
Ennen, J. S.
Horak, A. J.
Navy
Hennessy, J. J.
Signal Corps
Patrick, Commandin Officer.
Evans, J . A.
Navy
( Continued in next issue )
Cassidy, R. M.
Herbst, W . J .
Navy Air
Arm:r
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Beep-Beep Traced To
Audio-Oscillator

John Turcotte Gets
AirCorps Commission
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Jackets 7-0 for
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Conley Reshuffles Backfield Aces Streaks Face

Extending their 1942 victory
streak to two games, John Carroll's Blue Streaks kayoed the
Yellow Jackets of B-W, 7-0, on
· the losers field last SB.turday
night. Besides being the Blue
and Gold's second straight win,
it marked another scoreless endeavor for the opposition.
--- 'rhe brilliant action of the Car
roll forward wall hi-lighted the
entire game, and indirectly was
responsible for the game's only
score.
Carroll opened the game by kickingoff. On the first down "Sparky" Adams
threw a pass to Ray Washelesky freshmen star, good for fifteen yards and a
first down. Here Canoll's line . gave
a preview of their performance through
out the game, and three plays netted
a loss of five yards. After an exchange
of kicks, the Yellow Jackets threw a
scare into the Blue and Gold ranks,
when McGraw, B-W end, caught a
pass on the Carroll 25 yard line, but
dropped the ball. McGrath's quick kicl;
put the Jackets back on their own 13.
A few plays later "Sparky" Adams
dropped back to pass, but was rushed
and "Moose" Kennedy plucked his
wobbly effort out of the ozone, a!'d
i<:king up blockers like magic, raced
25 yat·ds for the tally. George Colemal)
kicked the extra point and it was 7-0
in favor of the Strealts. The Jackets
came back with a rush, making three
first downs in a row, but the atta<'k
stalled on the Carroll 34 when the alcrl
secondary batted down Adams passes.
In the second quarter the Conleym~>n
• appeared in scoring position twice, but
Qn both occasions failed to cash in on
t heir chances. After Ciolli intercepted
a B-W aerial, McGrath completed one
to Francesconi. On the next play, Me;
Grath after being bottled up when attempting another pass, broke loose and
was in the open when he stumbled on
the 20. Here the Jackets' resistance
stiffened and the touchdown thrust wa,
turned aside. Just before the half ended, Joe Romano intercepted a stray
overhead effort on the 50, and brought
it down to the 29 yard line. A pasE
from Francesconi to Romano was gooq
for a first down. At this point Coleman
came in to attempt a field goal from
the 32, but his effort was short, and
the half ended.
In the second half the Jackets really
opened up and pulled every trick out
of the sack in an attempt to knot the
count. Mixing passes with tricky reverses the Jackets raced to three firs\
downs from their own 33 to the Cat·roll 25. The Streaks tightened here, and
held for 3 downs, but on fourth down,
Adams pass to Rademaker was gooq
for another first down on the 9. On
the next play, Phil McGrath snatched
the pigskin behind the goal and
brought it out to the seven. Bixler then
kicked out of danger.
As the fourth quarter opt:ned the
boys from Berea were back, clamoring
for entrance into Touchdown Town, only to have the door slammed by the.
Streaks stubborn forward wall. Taking
the oval on their own 20, the Jackets
completed four long passes to put t he
ball on the Carroll fifteen yard line,
Here a penalty gave the Jackets a first
down on the one-foot line. On the firs\
play Saunders hit the line, and when
the pile-up was cleared Jos Vender was
(Continued on page 5 )

CARROLL

AI Francesconi

Musketeers Give
Carroll Initial
Defeat ofSeason
Paced by Chet Mutryn, Ohio's
leading college football scorer of
last season, the Musketeer of
Xavier University handed our
hitherto unbeaten, unscored
upon Blue Streaks a 26-7 defeat
last Sunday night at Cincinnati.
The Xavier eleven, who last
year marked up a 25-0 victory
over the Streaks, did all their
.scoring in the first half.
In the first period, Angelo Consolo
dropped a Xavier punt, and end John
Donadio recovered the ball on the Carroll one yard line. Mutryn went across,
but the touchdown was not allowed
because of a penalty. Fullback Jim Ara:a then plunged over for the score.
Later in the opening quarter the
Butcher Boy skirted the Carroll end for
15 yards and a first down on the Carroll 9. Again the Musketeers drew a
penalty on the touchdown play, but
~utryn then made it official by going
across on a line buck.
Phil McGrath intercepted passes
twice, putting Carroll in a scoring position in the second period. However,
the qffense couldn't click and the Blue
Streaks were unable to score.
Xavier's third tally, resulting from
1 80 yard drive, was climaxed when
Mutryn tossed a short pass for the
tally. A 43 yard run by Mutryn, on a
reverse, carried the ball to the 3 yard
line and Mutryn went over again, but
once more the touchdown was called
back because of a penalty.
-Just before the half ended Xavier
blocked a Carroll punt on the Carroll
25. The blocker, Perrine, picked up the
ball and raced the intervening distance
for the final Xavier tally. The two extra points were placed kicked by Mutryn.
Tackle Joe Vender set up the Carroll score by blocking Don Wood's, punt
and recovering it on Xavier's four yard
line. McGrath smashed over for the
touchdown and George Coleman booted
the extra point.
The Blue Streaks were stopped by
the stone-wall defense of the Xavier
line after they had reached the five
yard marker in the second quarter.
(Continued on page 5 \

Ipunchinto
In an attempt to inject more
theStreaks'attack,

Co_ach Tom Conley announced
th1s week that he would reshuffle his roster so that the maximum amoW1t.of power might be
utilized. Although the Streaks
own victories over Wooster and
Baldwin Wallace, .as against one
defeat, administered by a powerful .Musketeer eleven, both wins
have been by the meager margin
of one toucdown. 'l'he Streaks
mentor said he thought that
more scoring punch would be
needed when the Blue and Gold
engage such formidable outfits
as Doc Spears' Toledo Rockets,
Reserve's Red Cats, and especially the undefeated Rough Riders, victor over Carnegie 'l'ech
by thre touchdowns. Al Francesconi will probably stay right
where he is at the signal calling
post. Hard-hitting Tom Kennedy
is to be switched to the fullback
position, while Phil McGrath w ho has
scored the touchdowns against Wooster
and Xavier will be moved over to the
left halfback slot.
"McGrath is our best break away
runner, while Kennedy is the most po·
werful back out there, and I con't
think we have been using either of
them to the best advantage." Coach
Conley stated. Freshman Jim MoraT!
who has performed favorably in his
two appe ranee i due to see a iot ot
action at the blocking back position
vacated by "Moose" Kennedy.
( Continued on page 5 )

Coaches J. V.'s

Len Reichelt

l501h 6ritiders
Start Practice
The new lightweight football
team started practice last week
under the able coaching of Lenny Reichelt, a former varsity
tackle, and Stan Cofall, freshman back. Reichelt has charge
of the line. He came to Car1:oll
from Rhodes High in Cleveland.
Cofall was a star at University
School and attended Baylor Prep
and Purdue before matriculating
at Carroll.
The squad has been going through
calisthenics and fundamental plays and
blocking. The tentative schedule looks
good and will give some real competition to the midgets. Some of the
schools mentioned are Cleveland Hts. ,
(Continued on page 5 )

Toledo Tonight
A
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The Blue Streaks of John Carroll will play their first home
game of the season tonight when
they encounter the 'roledo Rockets at Shaw Stadium.
Both the Rockets and the
Streaks tasted their initial defeat last week-end. In the Rocket's case, it was just too much
Horace Coleman, as Westem
l\Iichigan blanked Doc Spears'
proteges 13 to o.

Tom Kennedy

Blue and Gold
Seek to Halt
Riders _Advance
The Blue Streaks of John Carroll will be seeking their second
Big Four victory of the current
season when they collide with
Case's hitherto unbeaten Rough
Riders next Friday night under
the li hts of Shaw Stadium.
'rhey will also be seeking to avenge the 8-6 defeat suffered last
year at the hands of Coach
Ride's eleven.
So far this season the Rider have
flashed a good offense and a stubbo:n
defense in downing a tough Iowa St:Jahawk "B" eleven, 6-0 and trot.:Pcirg
once mighty Carnegie Tech by a score
of 26-7. Before meeting Lhc Streal:s,
the Casers have to face the Scots from
Wooster, but the Riders do not expect much trouble adding the Scots to
their string of victims.
Ride Has Veteran Team
Coach Ride has a good many veterans back from last year's team that
won seven games, and lost only to Reserve, to compile the best record in
the history of the school. At the flanks
only, does Ride have to worry about
inexperience. The occupants, however ,
have shown up well despite this, and
bid to be capable defenders with a few
games under their belts. At right end
John Manos, a sophomore weighing
over 200 gets the nod. On the opposite
end, Dick Walter, a letterman from the
'41 squad who weights 174, is being
I'Ushcd for the starting berth by Bob
Penovich. He is a former All-Ssholastic
and he too, hits over 175.
At the tackles, Ride has very little
to worry about. At left tackle is Larry
Forbes, weighing 190 and playing his
thi rd year on the varsity. A good blocker and a stonewall on defense. Forbes
should give the Streaks plenty of
trouble. At the other tackle is Dick
Gerhan, a holdover from last year's
team who almost hits 200 on the scales.
A. very capable replacement is found
in senior Art Tatman who is big, fa!t,
and aggressive.
Neiderhauser Is Back
Little has to be said about the 150
lbs. of dynamite at left guard. The
name is Jack Neiderhauser. A sophomore holds down the over guard post,
and is expected to do an outstanding
iob. Bob Gorman is the man, and he
weighs just a shade under 180. Two
(Continued on page 5 '

The Rockets will have to fight "'C;r
everything they got this year, since
they have had more than their share
of losses of men to the armed services.
The present team is composed of young
and inexperienced men, for Coach
Spears has only four letter"Inen returning from last years squad. These include Captain Clarence Ligibel, who is
playing his third year of varsity ball
at the tackle slot for the Rockets. Big
and tough, he will give the Streaks
plenty of t rouble in this, his final col1egiate game. He is due to be drafted
next week. Fred Seyfang, right guard
is another husky, back from last year's
squad to plague the Streaks. Joe Wa:ych at the right flank, and Dick Huston , color·ed backfield ace, will be hard
men to stop. Huston was largely instrumental in last years 20-0 victory
over the Blue and Gold.
The Rockets won heir ope ning game
by defeating a strong, heavy and experienced Kent State eleven 26-14. In
this game Freshman Emlen Tunnell
made his debut by having a hand in
all the Toledo scoring, tallying twice
on running plays and pitching two
"ouchdown aerials.
It was Em Tunnell again who was
chiefly responsible for the Toledo victo!·y' over TI!inois Wesleyan. Wesleyan,
a veteran team with a fast backfield
and heavy line, was outpointed in every department by the Rockets. Toledo
gained 295 yards to Wesleyans 67, and
:halked up 13 first downs to the losers
4. In the aerial department too, illinois
was outclassed. Four of Tunnell's eleven overheard efforts found their mark
for 79 yards, while the Bishops attempted 10 forward passes and connected
twice for 26 yards.
A point which may be in the Streaks
favor tonight is the fact that the Rockets have not had much experience under the lights. Toledo is also weak in
two -other departments, punting and
pass-defense. Coach Spears claims the
problem of poor pass-defense can b~
solved by practice, but his punting
problem must have him stumped.
In their first defeat of the seasoq
last Saturday night ,the Rockets gave
up both touchdowns to the Broncos of
Western Michigan because of a very
weak defense. Once Coleman brushed
off numerous Toledo would-be tacklers
to score on a long run, and once he
caught a pass right in the midst of
Rocket secondary men and raced ten
yards for the score.
The Broncs worked off a T formation and for the most part received
good results. The Rockets offense depended mainly upon Em Tunnell's pass
ing. Poor receivers, however, nullified
whatever good he attempted. So as
long as the dusky back can't throw
a ball fifty yards, and then run out
and catch it, the Streaks ought to have
a pretty favorable evening tonight. But
watch out for Toledo's dark Tunnell.
(Continued on page 5 )
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_yAssistant sez
by Joe Tulley
Well, well here it is Friday again, and the cafeteria is fea t uring fishburgers
at . '3.20 pet1 hundred pounds, or ii you simply wish to deal retail, 3.10 each.
U you buy the hundred pounds, you save money, (Who am I tryin g to kid?)
because even ii you can't eat all that yourself, t here are always your poor
relations ( and I mean always). After all, a bargain's a bargain, as t hey say.
Then too, t here are those who buy fishburger s just for the halibut.

*

*

*

*

I see by the papers, or rath er my assistant tells me, that Doc
Spears is brin ging his Toledo Rockets to town tonight to engage
Tom Conley's Blue Streaks. As my uncle once said when an ace
fell out of his sleeve, "Looks like we're in for some fireworks."
As I peruse my skeduly further, I also see that next week Coach
Conley moves his Model "T" grid machine into Shaw Stadium to
attempt to give Case's high-flying Rough Riders a rough ride of
a somewha t different nature. Friend Tom has also hatched somet hing he calls an "L" formation, so ii his model "T" doesn't
s tampede the Riders, he's going to give 'em "L".

" Sobbing Sam" (That's my pet moniker for the morning mail) brought me
a sticker today. My assistant and I have spent quite some time to decide what
to do with a Jetter asking for two Reserve seats for the Case-Carroll game.
Finaily, after m uch consultation, we d ecided it wasn't eligible, as they say up
in t he Dean's office. And besides t hat, we couldn't r ead it.

*

*

It seems I can't resist a temptation to give the ligh tweigh t team, also pronouneed junior varsity, a plug. Here is a n ew athletic endeavor at Carroll,
and as is generally the case when something new is brought around, it is left
to get along as best it can until it has proven itself (Pretty co-eds being the
lone exception to this rule.) So what do you Carroll s tudents say to getting
behind this J. V. team and giving it the enthusiastic support it deserves.

Perhaps it is a little late to be thinking of such things, but my
assistant sez he has a way of stopping Chet Mutryn, Xavie r's
Butcher Boy. (That's something like saying he has a way to beat
Roosevelt) . The idea is to play the Musketeers on Friday. Aforementioned ass't sez he knows Chester' s mother and he sez she
would throw the Butcher Boy out of the house ii he attempted
to bring home the bacon on Friday. Eggs (especially goose-eggs)
maybe yes, but a bsolutely no bacon. - Well, don't say I didn't
warn you.

~

*

CARROLL

Xavier ...
( Continued from page 4
McGrath intercepted a pass on the
.vier 39. On •h~ next play he passed
to AI Francesconi for nine yards. Tom
Ke nnedy plunged for a first down and
then broke loose for 25 yards but t hen
th e Xavier forwa rd wall tightened and
the St reaks were una ble to score on
our tries.
In the second h alf the Conleym en
were more successful in ha lt ing tho
a dvances of t he Butcher Boy, and held
the Musketeers scoreless. However, ex·
cept for t he ir w hi tewash-avert ing t ally,
the St reaks we1·e unable to get t he ir
offense rolling in to scoring posit ion and
had to be content wit h play ing a defensive gam e. The game, however, did
give Coach Tom Conley a cha nce to see
a ll his boys under fire, and ga ve him
som e sort o f an idea as to whom he
ca n rely u pon in fu ture games.
Each team made eight first downs
but it seem d that Xavier's cam e just
at the right ti me.

Backfield Aces

' Con ti nued from page 4 )
Chuck Codol, 155 lb. t ripple-threat
sppedster from Til tonville is shifted
from left ha lf to right half, and freshman Tom Francis of Erie, Pa. is to be
tried at the right fla nk. In addition to
these changes, Dick Daley, forme rly a
guard , and George Coleman and AI
D'Ailessrand ro, who had both been in
the backfield are to be tried ou t at the
tack le positions in an effort to have
some speedy replacements for J oe Vender and Ed Ecker. The Toledo game
Friday nigh t at Shaw Stadium will be
the testing ground for Coach Conley's
experiment, but if these new innovations ar e as successful as the recent
"T" formation , Coach Conl ey and t he
l;>e .lilOr h ~

150-pounders ...

•

Keglers Take Bowling Lead

All Carroll studen ts a re eligible for
t his activity. Anyone who is interested
should contact Gorma n, Ta felski, Zie( Con tin ued fro m page 4 )
no, or Va nce. These men will find a
The ten tative line-u p fo r tonight will
place on a t eam for those who are in·
be:
terested.
Thomas
le
Dwyer
Results of the first three matches Olms
It
Ecker
a rc included in t he followi ng stand ings:
lg .
Seyfan g
Scaccuto
Won
Lost Skeldon
c
Ciolli
Keglers
.... ...................... .. ... ,.... 7
2 Scutzker
rg
P iccuta
Hotshots
6
s Ligibel
rt
Vender
Umpty Five .. .. .. ............. ...... .. ..... 5
4 Warych
re
Dorsey
Greeks
................... ... ......... .. ..... 5
4 Stauber
q
Francesconi
Holy Rollers .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .. .. . .. ... . 5
4 Kaminski
lh
McGrath
Jockeys
.................................... 5
4 Tunnell
rh
Moran
Mergen. ...... ........ .. .. ...... ............ S
6 Armstrong
f
Kennedy

Toledo . ..

stars are Paul Fetick, Dick Zieno, and
Ted Virag.
So fa r the league h as shown good
promise, but since 150 lb. football has
been introduced at Carroll and more
after school jobs have been taken, the
number of prospective bowlers has decreased. As a result a six or seven
team league, instead of the planned

Who's Who ·at: Carroll
You know, a humble n ews r eporter
for a college pa per is likely to draw
not a few distast eful and some mighty
tedious assignments, bu t then editor
s miles, a nd bestows a " nat ural." A
"natural ?" Well, that's something very
a kin to this little piece about a most
" natura l" gen tlema n here a t Carroll.

• • •

We hate to be continually apologizing for the appearance or the sport page,
but at times it borders on the necessary. This issue, for instance If there are
huge gaps on the page w'here articles by right ought to appear, it is because
( Continued from page 4 )
there is a dearth of sports materials. Considering circumstances like these, it
is extremely difficuft to see any reason for Bearle S. Puck to write a book, and East Tech, St. Ignatius, University
call it "The Good Dearth." H conditions continue to remain in such a state, I School and Case' ! 50-pound ers.
In initial scrimma ges, Cunningham,
will be forced to send my assistant to ethics class to garner some information
Gruhler , Finnegan, a nd Waldron h ave
on "dearth control."
been workin g a t the cente1· position.
Scorozel, Jack Leona rd , Fiordalisi, Far Well, neighbor, it's just about time for our parting broadside. I'm going to ley, Tordoff, and Smayda we re at the
let my assistant out of the canine cabin long enough for him to predict a vic- guard with Allen , Sa tow, Derrtpsey, Giltory over Toledo. "Those bums couldn't lick a defense stamp, even if Carole bride and Allanson o ut for the tnckle
Landis was supervising the job" are his exact words. But don't take him too positions.
seriously. He bet on the Yankees.
End candida tes are plentiful. Among
them a re McMahon, Mosholde r, Ross,
Corrigan, English, Postle, Feighan, 0'Con nell and Kraus. Most qf th e ligh tweigh ts are an..xious to fill in the backfield positions, making the sele ctions
The John Carroll University Intra· e ight team league, will be used. Already
much more difficult. For quarterback,
mura l Bowling League under the lead- it has been necessary to combine the
Coach Reichelt must draw on Ghilain,
ership of Bob Gorman, Dan Vance, Dick Jay-Vees and the Berdallas i n to one
Keane, Mayer, McGee, and Tulley. Pete
Ziono a nd J im Tafelski has swung into team forming the Mergers.
Kmieck, Be dell, Gibbons and Humphrey
its third week of torrid competition a t
At the close of the season the winall wan t to play fullback. While O' the Cedar-Cen ter alleys.
ning tea m, t he team with the h ighest
Con nor, Egan , Columbro, Eu·ons, Zi nAt p resent t he Keglers lead the average and the individual leaders will gales, Piazza, Coleman, Gorman, Laleague w ith 7 wins and 2 defeats, while be awarded meda ls for their outstand- Vigna, Shaker, Ellison a nd Ely are
the Hotshots follow close behind with ing play.
making the choice of half-backs a tough
3 victories and 2 defeats. Four teams,
There is a possibility that some of the one for the coach.
Umpty Five, Greeks, Holy Rollers, and teams w ill take on other colleges in
Ch uck Sheboy, recently out from
Jockeys are tied for third place with bowling matches. These con tests would
t he Varsity, will bring to the little m en
5 wins and 4 set backs. The individual be stri ctly for the fun of competit ion.
a versitality wh ich will greatly aid t he
Ar ra ngem en ts a long t his line w ill be
team. Lou Scorozel, an all-city guard
directed by Bob Gorman. As yet , howfrom Toledo looks like the man to
ever, ther e has been nodefinite schedwatch for som e ter rific line play.
ule a rra nged on outside matches.

*
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I mean, a fellow who can sta re the
mysteries of the Great-he reafter nearly
in the face, and then come back with
chin up, r ightl y earns the respect ol
h is fellow m en.
Robert Joseph Cleary, senior, twenty-one and possessing one of those
"young, unfette red hearts" army officials talk about, is a most "natural"
gentleman . You see, Bob, w e prefe r
t hat, s pen t eigh t years in grade school,
and fou r more in high school prepari
f · his nde vo at ' 'Dur"
oo .
Two of those four years in high s chool
were spent at Lakewood H igh from
whence he t ra nsferred to St. Ignatiu~
High.
Bob crowded quite a little activity
into those last two years at St. Igna·
ius. He m anaged to mak e a footba ll
letter a s well as to build up a reputa·
lion on the basketball court. Bob wa~
graduated from t he Jesuit high school
in 1939, made applicat ion to conti nue
his studies here a t John Ca rroll.
" And so it was in the Fall of '39 ... "
tha t Bob Clea ry donn ed a Blue and
Gold fresh dinky hat, same as you a nd
I, passed a fruitful year in higher edu·
cation before school was recessed for

Case .. .
\ Continued from page 4)
a ble replacements for the a bove positions are Bob Young and Frank Ge·
race.
The snapper ba ck post is held down
by veteran Ed Svete, a junior weigh·
ing 170 lbs. His sub is Art Leary, a
graduate of the yearling squad who is
giving him a real dog fight for the
starting berth.
In t he backfield especially is Coach
Ride well fortified. In the signal calling
spot is \\Tilbur Ha nkes, a returning
letterman from t he '41 team. Alt ho
weighing only 170, Hankes is a vicious
blocker and h as been called outstanding on th e defensive. In reserve at this
position is Chuck Menges, a sophomore.
At ful back, the position is well takel'\
care of by George P robost, t h e most
recent in t he long line of great fullbacks at Case. A big lad weighing 190,
he is a h ard runner and fine passer.
Ready t o see that the attack will not
falter is vete ran Bob Leh t o, playing his
final year of ball and weighing a round
170.
At the halves, too, is Ride well provided. Taking over the the le ft h alf
slot is Chuck Mlakar, weighing 170 and
having two years experience under his
belt. Exceptionally fast and shifty in
addition to being a good passer, Chuck
is certain to spell trouble for the

t he summer. And it was that summer,
while crossing a busy thoroughfare with
a group of classma tes, Bob was struck,
a nd severely injured by a speeding
a ut omobile.
Some might say that Robert J. Clea·
r y's number was not yet up. Thai
would b e in the pa rlance of the tough.
St ill some ot hers m igh t say that h is
Guardian Angel was close to rus sido
t hat night. These would be the more
profound. But whatever, Bob Clear)
fo ught his way ou t of the shadows, and
today h e'll tell you that he's still kind
of sore that h e " ruined a good pau
of pants."
Yes Bob came back t o school mighty
shaky that Fa ll, and on a pair of
crutches at that. But he had made h is
mind up. At the end of h is sophomore
year , Bob Clear y had been elected
presid en t of the coming Junior Class
Besides this he managed a good share
of the votes over the opposition, and
took a position as secr et ary of the Car·
roll Union, k eepin g as accurate a set
of minutes a nd n otes as that augusl
body might r equire.
Being in t he Business Administration
curricula, and possessing the grades
necessary, Bob was voted into tho
Commerce Club in his Junior year . An.d
to use a miserable pun, Bob put h•s
Business t raining to worl< for him, in
the class elections last Spring, for he
aga in gave rus opponents the "bus·
iness" to take the election as p resident
of the Senior Class to be. And with
all the available news at ha nd, w e
might state t hat Robert Cleary is let·
t ing none of his Const ituents "down"
in his duties a s chief executive of his
class.
Being of draft age, Bob enlisted in
the Marine Corps Reserve to enable
h im to stay "around" long enough t o
finish his schooling which to all appearan ces , will end with graduation in
January.
About t his e nlisting in the Marines,
- I don't know as though t hat was the
right thing for Bob to do. You know,
that fellow is just as liable t o run up
and shake hands with a Jap as shoo~
him he's that congenial. But what ever
Bob: we k now. and with conviction ,
t hat you 're bound to lead t he way
when it comes to showing some of that
intestinal fortitude the Marines pride
themselves on,- you 've done it before.
Streaks u nless they can keep h im bottled . At the r ight h alf spot, Bill Eicher,
Case's ou tstanding back of 1941 looks
forward to an even better year. A j unior, weighing 170 lbs. be too can easily
mean aspirin for the Blue and Gold.
Two big and fast sophomores, Frank
Takacs and Han-y Landon are certain
to play a lot of' ball. Btoh a re h ard
runners and good passers.
So there you are a si:z;e p of th~
individual players, a fast, experienced
ball club on the whole, th ey look forward to a h ighly successful season if
they can. get by t h e Bl ue Streaks.

8-W ...

( Continued from page 4 )
found wi th the p recious pigskin in his
possession . A few minutes later the
Jacket s were again m aking it hot for
the Conleymen. Two successive passes
frQm Adams to Joe Carlo brough t t he
ball from the B-W 35, to the Carroll
10 yard line. Adams picked up two
yards on th e first play, but 3 passes
were knocked down by the Blue and
Gold secondary, who proved that they
have the stuff when t he chips are down
After the exchange of kicks, B-W blew
its last chance when Adams pass to
McGraw, who was in the open, was
incomplete. Dorsey intercepted the next
attempt and it was all over, with Carroll taking its first Big Four victory in
two years.
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Page Six

Union Names 13 St:udent:s
To College "Who's Who"

·Oratorical .

American College Who's 'Who, Who ! Yes, there will be another
edition this year and Carroll will be represented . The Carroll
Union after due deliberation nominated and voted on their choices,
approval of authorities was given and here they are:
1 Seniors - Thomas Burlage, William
Dwyer, Albert Francesconi, and Jerome

Lieutenant Loyer
At Turner Field
Turner Field, Albany, Georgia,
Second Lieutenant Armos J. Loyer, of
Collins, Ohio, recently reported here
for duty.
The Lieutenant is a graduate of New
Lo':ldon High School, Ohio, and received his B. S. degree from John Carroll
University, Cleveland, in 1938. While
in college, he was on the staff of the
college paper and was a member of the
Science Academy.
Prior to entering the Army, Lt. Loyer
was a chemical engineer. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Armon I. Loyer, of
Collins, Ohio.

CARROLL

Higgins.
Brysh, Hodous and Mat owitz, are the
class officers; Columbro and Saker have
been on the upper staff of the Carroll
News and have been officers of several
organizations; Corrigan is president of
the Carroll Union; Shager, editor of
last year's Carillon is president of the
Little Theatre Society and Thompson
is president of the Glee Club.
Of the Juniors, Dwyer, Francesconi
and Higgins are class officers, members
of the football squad and Dwyer is
president of .the French Club; Burlage
is president of the Classical Club. All
in all, this selection sends to the Who's
Who a very representative Jist of men
in very sense, in scholarship, in leaders~i~, and in every type of campus
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(Continued from page 1 J
fore the meeting begins, slips of paper
are handed out to all those present.
These are filled out during the speeches, and returned to the person making
the speech. Under this system , t he individual speaker is the only one who
sees the criticisms related to his
speech.
Much can be said in favor of "book
learning," but some t hings cannot be
gotten from text books . The poise and
assurance of the practical speake r can
come only through actual speaking experience. Few people get this training.
They go through life avoiding speech
making and thereby muff many opportunities. Carroll students are unusually

CAPITAL

Billings •.•

( Continued from page 2 )
less bedroom with nasty thoughts on
the subject of people d epriving othe r
people of their soft beds. Then you begin to feel hugry. Sneak out to Joe's
for a h amburger. If you don't meet
your guest there, h e is a moran.
Courtesy of A C P
So t here arc a few rules. Take them
Latest Washington figures show that
for what they're worth. Only pray
college enrollment has fallen off at
you're never a week-end guest.
least 10 per cent; the final figure may
fortunate in being able to take part in prove to be much higher.
Nobody
a speech club program that gives them knows yet exactly how drastic the drop.
actual speaking experience, and a good
W a r needs for technical and proti m e too. If you were at the last Speech fessional men have probably kept enClub meeting you'll know what we rollment in such courses at a relatively
mean. If you weren't, come out next high level. However, t he liberal arts
Tuesday noon and find out for your- curricula have taken a kick in the face
self.
which, as an official in the Office of

t:o .

CAM.PUS

John Carroll's".... Cheer Leaders

Educat ion here put it, is "somewhat
dist urbing."
What's the answer? Apparently
there isn't any while t he war lasts.
And it's a moot question whether an
answer should be sought before th
war's end.

• • •

Manpower Commissioner McNutt has
said that "nonessential courses, which
we have come to regard as essential to
a classical education, must be replaced.
This war demands chemists, engineers,
doctors, exper ts in nutrition, public
h ealth and agriculture."

I

act1v1ty.

SERVICE PLAQUE
This is a copy of the letter sent to the families of those Carroll Men who
are in service in the Army, Navy or Marines. If you know of any Carroll men
whose names arc not listed w111 you show this letter to their near relatives so
that we can secure the information desired, and have the~ fill out the !:lank
below the letter.
1

UNIVERSITY
JOHN CARROLL PUBLICITY
DEPARTMENT
October 16, 1942
ear Friend :
In the name of the.Very Reverend ThoJ?aS ~· Donnelly, S. J., President of John C~rroll Umversity, we
are gathering information rega~ding Carroll Men who
are in active service of the Umted States, and those
who have lost their lives in }hat service.
It is planned to erect an Honor Roll in the 'M3:in
Lobby of Grasselli Tower and it is hoped t~at the hst
will include the name of every Carroll Man m the ser~
ice. The plaque has been ordered and should be m
position within the next three weeks or month. In
der to verify the information we ha.ve, we are a~k~ng
that the near relatives fill in the enclosed card gwmg
exact service, present rank, and latest forwa1·ding address of our service men.
Will you please fill in and mail the enclosed card at
your earliest convenience,. so that the name ca~ ~e
placed in the honor roll w1th the assurance th.at It IS
co1Tect. All other information is needed to brmg our
files up to date. Later, if the~e is any chang~, we will
appreciate having you send It to us as we mtend to
keep in as close contact as possbile with our men in
service.
Notice of the formal dedication ceremonies of our
Honor Roll will be sent to you in sufficient time so that
you may be present.

:or-

~

Kampus Komments
( Continued from page 2 )
Why is it that so many girls are in·
sisting on alternates nowadays, befor6
they make any dates for n ext week?
After compiling information from the
many r eliable sources available only to
me, getting it into book form, and
sleeping on the volume for a week J
have come to the conclusion that
draft boards are human. Some people
may think that I'm being too optimistic,
Pictu•·ed above are (1. to r. Bob Rhoem, Joe Sepkoski and Joe Olexo.
The cheer leaders, a small but important group to any football team, are but there is no reason why this should
led th is year y th e spir ited and co orfu1 ch a r acter, J oe Sepkoski . He is assis - be true. ()f course, in my own case, my
hoard has decided t hat after women
ed by Joe Olexo, Bob Rhoem and John Bush.
Bush, a freshman from South High, was considered the city's best cheer and children, I go.
leader last year.
The cheer lea ders arc sporting new sweaters and are equipped with new me"Where Fair Friends Mee '
gaphones.

w:Oe

( Continued from page 3
names be collected, a second plaque
will be hung in the lobby.
In less ·than a month a dedication
ceremony will mark the unveiling of
Carroll's Honor Roll-an honor roll not
cf. intellectual geniuses, but of m en
who are putting their life at stake and
risking their Christian character to defend us, American people, from a fanatic upheaval in social, political and
cultural ideals.

CROSS

arne ................ ............................................................... .
..
Branch of Service: ........................................................
,
Rank: ............................................................................... .
Latest Address: ............................................................. .
Nearest Relative:
Address: ........................................................................ ..
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Welcomes You Again
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12405 Cedar Rd.

FA. 9661
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Rev. P. L. Decker, S. J.
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SERVICE
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